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Ruzar - The Life Stone is a fantasy RPG set in the lands of Albrecht, who lives as a
peaceful and innocent person, but alas, the world is not like that! Amidst the conflict
between the mysterious world of the Night Dragon and the oppressed dwellers of the
valley, the player is given the chance to take on a new role and interact with a strange
and beautiful world, where only a few people know about. Features Ruzar - The Life
Stone: - Cute and lively graphics. - Full English voice acting. - Replayable levels. -
Many story and side quests. - A changing dungeon layout. - The ability to upgrade
weapons and armor. - Fireball, Lightning Bolt, Fire Trap and Warp Scrolls. - An
attention to detail during the development. - Random Dungeons and traditional
random dungeons. - Leaderboards for world rankings. - All DLCs included. We have
the rights to keep Ruzar - The Life Stone in Early Access for as long as we want to, and
for as long as we can support development of the game with what we have right now.
If you're a fan of Ruzar - The Life Stone, consider supporting us by purchasing it via
donations or our patreon. Every little bit helps! To stay in the loop about new releases
and our future plans, follow us on Website: Twitter: Facebook: -See more at CHEAT
MONKEY Smash the Cheat Monkey App for PC Windows 7-10 Only $6.99 for Lifetime
One click for Unlimited Money Unlimited Gold Coins Smash the Cheat Monkey App is
the way to get unlimited and unlimited characters on your game with minimum
character race and class restrictions and no microtransactions or real-life money
transaction involved. This is the best way to get unblocked and unmodded games.
Features: Smash the Cheat Monkey is an all in one cheat source for PC. On all
platforms. Unlimited Coins and Gold for FREE Unlimited Spare and Rank-Up Characters
Unlimited Inc.orks Unlimited Fortress Cash Unlimited Flag Cash Optional

Features Key:
Add as many enemies and levels as you want
Select the level in which you will start when the game starts.
Select if you want to start with a lot of time or with a lot of energy
This game is easy to play without any annoying bug

A Little Story

The Mayor is the master of all the villages who is surrounded by a group of buxom young
women.

Each girl wants to be the one to marry him. Otherwise the Mayor is going to sell them.

In your quest to become the Mayor, you will have to defeat all the girls to win all the battles
against the enemy. 

If you pass the level, you will receive the points that are necessary to become the best at the
game and to get the girl of your dream.

Don't worry if your hero is defeated, the girl is still looking for your love. You have time
because the mayor is great and deserves your attention. 

If you wait, she will come to you.
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How to play this game?

First of all, the game needs files of a special kind.
The Game is made in Unity 3d and uses ScriptableObject container.
ComicBookContainer component is necessary to Load icons from the comicbook!
If you don't have Visual Studio installed, you can use the prebuilts MSBuild C#
Compiler: Thanks Steven
I have only release the game without the levels of every comic artist because of
licensing matters.
 If you want the levels, you can see them.

Download links
Play it on Google Play
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